„Dedicated to all traders, who lost money in a huge gap, because they missed the earnings date…”
Dr. Natascha Junga

StayInformedPackagePro by AllinBlueTrading
1. Overview and Short Description
The five indicators of the StayInformedPackagePro at a glance:
• Earnings indicators
Basic information
The package includes four indicators in view of the upcoming quarterly figures:
1. Information on the upcoming quarterly earnings as text presentation in the chart ->
EarningsDate Indicator
2. EarningsDateSignal - for analyzer and chart (setting to be selected: date or signal
display), including automatic addition to dynamic instrument lists
3. Possibility of integration into automated trading systems for very liquid securities ->
EarningsDateCondition
4. EarningsDataUser Panel -> see the detailed documentation of the
StayInformedPackage
EarningsDate Indicator
This is a pure chart indicator, which shows the date of the next quarterly earnings. For this
purpose, two data sources are called up in order to achieve the most complete result
possible.
International retrieval and display, therefore no limitation to US stocks.
Chart display: Color change of the text display as soon as the upcoming quarterly earnings
are within the interval. You can freely select and define the days/interval before the date of
the quarterly earnings.
EarningsDateSignal
This indicator can be used both in the analyzer and in the chart.
Automatic generation of corresponding instrument lists according to a freely selectable
interval of the lead time up to the quarterly earnings.
EarningsDateCondition
Analog EarningsDateSignal, additional integration into automated trading systems possible

• Web Info
Chart button: The web page to be selected is opened by mouse click (FINVIZ,
Shortsqueeze.com, Nasdaq.com and many more)
All indicators of the StayInformedPackage are also suitable for trading CFD's, provided that the
underlying instrument is a stock.
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IMPORTANT NOTE!
Dear customers of AllinBlueTrading UG (limited liability), before you start to work with the
StayInformedPackage, we ask you to study the user right as well as the risk notice and limitation of
liability in detail. Your computer needs at least 8 GB RAM, better is 16 GB RAM and a stable, powerful
Internet connection.
Since, depending on the settings of the indicators, very large amounts of data have to be
downloaded and processed, there may be short delays until the indicators are completely loaded.
If you download, install or use the software (StayInformedPackage) in whole or in part (whether in
demo or real money accounts), you confirm that you have read, understood and accepted all the
instructions in the documentation. Furthermore, by installing and using the StayInformedPackage,
you declare that you agree with the notes mentioned under "Disclaimer" and confirm that you have
understood them. If you do not agree with them, do not import, install or use the StayInformedPackage.
The information and data presented in the StayInformedPackage are partly provided by third parties.
AllinBlueTrading or third parties do not guarantee the correctness and/or completeness and/or
accuracy and/or timeliness of the individual information.
The use as well as the integration of the information/signals/conditions supplied within the scope of
this package into trading signals, trading strategies as well as the use of the described indicators,
signals and conditions in automated trading systems is at the risk of the user of the package. Liability
for direct and indirect consequences is therefore excluded.
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2. Import AddOn
After you purchase the indicator through the AgenaTrader OnlineShop, you will receive the
activation key for the "EconomicDataPackage" AddOn by e-mail.
The license key can also be found on your invoice.
A comprehensive installation guide for AddOns can be found in the official AgenaTrader
documentation at
https://agenatrader.com/wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Pakete+%28AddOns%29+import
Detailed documentation on how to set the parameters of each indicator and instructions for use can
be found in the AgenaTrader user directory after installing the package.
You can find more information about the AddOns and products of AllinBlueTrading at
https://AllinBlueTrading.com

3. Legal
3.1 Fees, support and obtaining licenses
The purchase price includes the support/update of the packages for one year, for all further
years an annual support/license maintenance fee of 19.90 € (incl. VAT) or 29.90 € (incl. VAT)
for the ProVersion will be charged.
The date of purchase and not the date of software activation is used as a basis.
The above prices may vary depending on the number of licenses purchased.

3.2 User rights
You may not resell the software (StayInformedPackage) without the prior written consent of
AllinBlueTrading. Contact us at https://AllinBlueTrading.com if you wish to resell your license (if you
bought the software and did not rent it).
Transfer of the user right
The right to use the software can only be transferred to a third party with the prior written consent
of AllinBlueTrading. Passing on in any form, giving away, renting, leasing or lending the software is
expressly prohibited.
Copyright
The StayInformedPackage is subject to German copyright law. The reproduction, editing, distribution
and any kind of use outside the limits of copyright law require the written consent of the respective
author or creator.
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3.3 Disclaimer - Risk warning and limitation of liability
Notice of risk and exclusion of liability:
Stock exchange transactions are associated with considerable risks, which under certain circumstances
can also exceed the capital invested. Anyone who trades on the financial and commodity markets
must first familiarize themselves with the risks independently. Any analyses, techniques and methods
presented do not constitute an invitation to trade on the financial and commodity markets. They are
intended solely for illustration and training purposes and for information purposes and do not
constitute investment advice or other individual recommendations. They are merely intended to
facilitate an independent investment decision by the user and are not a substitute for investor and
investment advice. Nevertheless, the user acts at his/her own risk.
Furthermore, all tools, data and results as well as past profits and performance presented here are
no guarantee of positive results or profits in the future.
All recourse claims against AllinBlueTrading are therefore excluded.
AllinBlueTrading accepts no liability for trading ideas or signals provided. These merely represent
information and are neither advertising nor recommendations for a specific purchase or sale of
financial products. Nor do they in any way constitute a call for individual or general replication, even
implicitly. Consequently, all trading ideas or other information do not constitute a call to buy or sell
securities or derivative financial products. Any liability for direct or indirect consequences of the
presented or published contents is therefore excluded.
Insofar as AllinBlueTrading provides stock market information, this does not constitute investment
advice. They are merely intended to facilitate the user's independent investment decision. The
information presented in the StayInformedPackage is partly provided by third parties. Neither
AllinBlueTrading nor third parties assume any liability for the correctness and/or completeness and/or
accuracy and/or timeliness of the individual information.
In no event shall AllinBlueTrading be liable for any inaccuracies, errors or delays in information,
content or services or for any missing information, content or services or their faulty transmission,
nor for any damages arising therefrom.
AllinBlueTrading reserves the right to make changes or additions to the information or data provided
without prior notice.
The use of the Internet pages (link/download) is at the user's own risk. The User bears the sole
responsibility and risk for loss or damage resulting from the downloading of the Internet pages,
access to them or use of the pages and/or their content.
Furthermore, AllinBlueTrading does not assume any warranty/liability for downloadable files,
especially not for their topicality, suitability for a certain purpose and freedom from viruses.
AllinBlueTrading expressly declares that at the time of the package creation/linking, the
corresponding linked pages were free of illegal content. AllinBlueTrading has no influence
whatsoever on the current and future design and content of the linked pages, including all sub-pages.
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